
Map minutes March 7, 2020

Present: Dean Mills, Barry Mathias, Niall Parker (Chair), Garth Anderson, Ursula Poepel, Peter 
Pare

Regrets. Peter Easthope, Bruce Boland, Andrea Mills, Lisa Baile, Stephanie Aitken

Note  taker: Peter Pare

Meeting started at 1:15 PM, finished 2:05 PM

Minutes of February 1st approved

Finances: General Account: $10,281 ($4000 is for School trail Survey)

Bus Account: $714

We discussed whether to renew the Google hosting of the Penderbus.org site at $13/ month

We decided to wait to see if bus runs this summer so that we can host schedule and tracker on the
site

Pender Post: April - Dean Mills, May - Barry Mathias, June - Peter Pare

School Trail: Survey has been done. Public response generally favorable.  We decided that next 
steps will be discussed and decided on at next meeting when the results of the survey are 
available.

Car Stops.  Braedon has replace the Car Stop sign near Home Hardware

Galiano has consulted Barry re Car Stops and will institute. This means all of the SGIs and Salt 
Spring have adopted the Car Stop Program!

George Hill trail will be called George Hill East Trail

Niall has spoken with chair of PIPRC about linking trail into the George Hill trail. He has been 
invited to the next PIPRC trail and will show maps and suggest location for signs.

Sign decal has been ordered. When ready we will organize a work party to put up the signs and 
check out where work on the trail is needed. 

Colin Hamilton has “offered” to do signs for the trail. Unsure if this is for a fee or gratis. If for a 
fee, Peter will do the wooden signs as he did for the other trails

Valley Home Farm trail.  Niall will communicate with Ben Symons about maintenance and copy
Wein’s on the e-mail



Monty’s Trail. Karl is going to build a gate and move the stile. The trail needs some 
maintenance. Niall will ask members to help Lisa with the maintenance. 

The bus has been on 3 recent charters for the School and for courses at Poet’s Cove Resort.  
Potentially another 3 one day charters in April for Raincoast.

Future of Bus is still uncertain. We have not insured it except for TOPs for charters.  We do not 
have funding confirmed to operate over the summer. We need about $10,000.  There are a 
number of possibilities. We will need to have a student with a Class 4 license to make the 
regularly scheduled route viable this summer. 

We decided that prior to the April Charters we purchase 6 months of insurance to take us through
the summer since there will be charters and maybe scheduled service. If this happens we should 
consider getting commercial liability insurance again.

It was suggested that we apply to Nu To You for funding for the bus…again. 

We discussed the silent auction for 4 cords of wood offered by Green Angels to raise funds for 
MAP.  Niall cleared up details of what is on offer. 4 cords which could be auctioned in batches 
as small as ½ cord up to 2 cords.  Includes delivery but not stacking. MAP could offer to stack?

Niall will announce to MAP members with a deadline of end of April.

Niall has spoken with Emcon people (Same as Main Roads people) and got some mildly positive
response re the request that they consult when road work is done to see what MAP's concerns are
about safety issues.  Niall suggested that he would solicit advice from Steve Wright about how to
take this issue to higher-ups in the road maintenance hierarchy. 

Next meeting is April 4th.


